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 American Political Science Review Vol. 86, No. 3 September 1992

 THE THEODICY OF THE SECOND DISCOURSE: THE "PURE STATE OF
 NATURE" AND ROUSSEAU'S POLITICAL THOUGHT

 JOHN T. SCOTT Loyola University of Chicago

 S ince Rousseau, and perhaps because of him, political theory has often been characterized by a
 disjunction between considerations of human nature and questions of justice and law. Yet,
 reexamining the Second Discourse as a theodicy forces us to rethink how the essential

 questions of political theory are related just where they seem to become separated. The core of the
 theodicy is Rousseau's view that we are, by nature, physical beings embedded unproblematically in
 nature-good, or ordered, beings in a good, or ordered, whole. Although Rousseau presents his
 explicitly political thought as a juridical doctrine seemingly separated from his understanding of
 human nature and history, his political thought is founded upon his portrait of man's existence in the
 "pure state of nature." This portrait serves as a positive formal model to enable us to remake our
 corrupted existence through the legitimate state-itself modeled by Rousseau on the divine or natural
 whole.

 A s citizens and students of the liberal regimes of
 modern times, we are heirs to a problematic
 political project and political science. Moder-

 nity, especially as it comes out of the Enlightenment,
 might be characterized as an undertaking both dedi-
 cated to the establishment of liberty and founded
 upon a reductionist study of humans and their polit-
 ical life. The problematic character of modernity and
 liberalism is thrust to our attention today as those
 who have thrown off their shackles look to our
 political experience and political science for guidance
 at the same time that they question its substance and
 sufficiency. Now is the time not for self-satisfaction
 but self-knowledge.

 Jean-Jacques Rousseau faced the dilemmas of mod-
 ern politics and political science with a clarity seldom
 rivaled. He was the first important critic of modernity
 and liberalism within the modern and liberal fold
 itself. Rousseau is at the font of the peculiar self-
 questioning character of modernity and perhaps its
 most profound and influential critic. His acute que-
 ries and his troubled gaze have influenced critics of
 modernity on both left and right, and his questions
 continue to be our own. In order to begin better to
 understand our predicament and ourselves, there-
 fore, a serious consideration of the political thought
 of Rousseau is warranted. I want to begin such a
 consideration here through an inquiry into the rela-
 tionship between Rousseau's understanding of hu-
 man nature and his political theory.

 The relationship between Rousseau's discussion of
 human nature and history in his Discourse on Inequal-
 ity, or Second Discourse, and his explicitly political
 thought as presented especially in his Social Contract
 is a vexed issue in the scholarship of his thought.
 Why does he write the Social Contract as if he had
 never written the Second Discourse? More specifically,
 why does what he describes as the core of his thought
 as a whole-the natural goodness of man, and the

 personal dependence which is the primary cause of
 our degeneration from good to evil beings-seem to
 be virtually absent from the most comprehensive
 presentation of his political thought? This issue can
 be rephrased to bear on the development of political
 theory after Rousseau and to address our need to
 understand how we have arrived where we are
 today.

 Readers of Western political thought since the time
 of Hobbes have become accustomed to the concept of
 the state of nature. Hobbes portrays the state of nature
 to make us squarely face ourselves, giving us a
 correct understanding of our nature and its bearing
 for the proper erection of the state. Similarly, Locke
 made the state of nature central to his theory, in
 particular using it to show the origin of property in
 appropriation and the need to secure it and ourselves
 through the formation of a political society. In other
 words, Hobbes, Locke, and their successors used the
 state of nature at the same time as a juridical concept
 and a hermeneutic to explore human nature, two
 issues that are inextricably related in their thought.
 Rousseau, however, offers not one state of nature but
 two. In the part 1 of the Second Discourse he describes
 our original or natural condition through a portrait of
 savage man's basically solitary existence in the pure
 state of nature. In the part 2 he discusses the state of
 nature simply-the prepolitical condition eventually
 ended by the social contract. The state of nature in
 the second sense, shorn of almost everything except
 its status as a legal concept, is what Rousseau brings
 to the Social Contract, thus splitting his inquiry into
 human nature from his political theory. The rele-
 vance of the pure state of nature and our natural
 goodness is unclear in Rousseau's thought-a ques-
 tion raised by Voltaire when he quipped that Rous-
 seau's work made him want to walk on all fours,
 though he regretted that his ill health prevented him
 from doing so (cited in Rousseau 1959-69, vol. 3, p.
 1379).
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 The bifurcation of questions about human nature
 and concepts of justice and law apparent in Rous-
 seau's work has infected political thought to this day.
 This split has been exacerbated by Rousseau's intro-
 duction into political thought of the notion of human-
 ity as a historical phenomenon. He summarizes the
 lesson he would have the reader of the Second Dis-
 course take from the "immense space" between the
 two states of nature he. offers: "the human race of one
 age" is not "the human race of another" (1964, 178).
 We are historical beings. His pronouncement has
 radically affected the place of the social contract in
 political thought in particular and the character of
 political thought in general. The concept of the state
 of nature was sublated into the dialectic of history
 and the history of philosophy or dismissed as a
 wrong-headed hermeneutic, a quaint or even reac-
 tionary chimera, as when Marx wrote: "Let us not go
 back to a fictitious primordial condition.... We pro-
 ceed from an economic fact of the present" (1964, 107).
 Even with the waning of the historical schools, we are
 left with an almost universal explicit or implicit ac-
 ceptance of historicism, a heritage traceable to Rous-
 seau. Where it survives as a concept in political
 thought, the state of nature remains a mere hypothet-
 ical legal starting point, independent of any elabora-
 tion of the truth about human nature (e.g., Rawls
 1971). In sum, contemporary political theory is gen-
 erally characterized by a reluctance to inquire into
 human nature and an emphasis on questions of
 justice, fairness, procedure, and the like detached
 from any explicit theory of our nature.

 If questions about human nature and such con-
 cepts of political theory as justice and law are dis-
 cussed separately today, the appearance of their
 separation in the political theory of Rousseau is
 deceptive. Rousseau's political thought and his con-
 structive philosophy in general are founded upon his
 understanding of our original nature as seen in his
 portrait of natural man's existence in the pure state of
 nature. By examining how Rousseau's legalistic po-
 litical theory is related to his understanding of human
 nature, I hope to throw light on how these questions
 of politics are inseparable from those of human
 nature at the point in the history of political thought
 where they seem to become separated. Whatever the
 validity of Rousseau's own understanding of human
 nature, he forces us to rethink how the essential
 questions of political theory are related.

 I will argue that the bearing of Rousseau's pure
 state of nature for his political thought can be seen by
 examining how he conceives his demonstration that
 we are naturally "good" to be a justification of
 nature, or (as he explained his work to Voltaire) a
 justification of God and his providence (1959-69, vol.
 4, p. 1061)-in short, how the Second Discourse is
 intended to be a theodicy. The core of Rousseau's
 theodicy is his conception that we are by nature
 physical beings embedded unproblematically in the
 physical whole of nature. By nature, we are good, or
 ordered, beings in a good, or ordered, whole. Rous-
 seau's portrait of our original position as good beings

 in a good natural whole serves (especially in contrast
 to Hobbes and Locke) as a positive formal model to
 enable us to remake our corrupted existence through
 the legitimate state, itself modeled by Rousseau on
 the divine or natural whole.

 ROUSSEAU'S METHOD IN THE
 SECOND DISCOURSE

 The announced subject of the Second Discourse is the
 origin and foundations of inequality among men. At
 the outset of the work Rousseau asks, "How can the
 source of inequality among men be known unless one
 begins by knowing men themselves? And how will
 man manage to see himself as nature formed him,
 through all the changes that the sequence of time and
 things must have produced in his original constitu-
 tion, and to separate what he gets from his own stock
 from what circumstances and his progress have
 added to or changed in his primitive state?" (1964,
 91). In order to see man as nature formed him,
 therefore, Rousseau must strip away the changes
 produced by our "progress." The Second Discourse
 takes the form of a history of mankind from our
 original condition to our present state.

 Rousseau claims that his account in the Second
 Discourse is "conjectural" or "hypothetical." The
 character of his hypotheses about our original condi-
 tion and subsequent development is a difficult and
 contentious subject. Rousseau's intentions regarding
 the historical status of his account are not, however,
 relevant for the present discussion because of how
 his historical and psychological investigations in the
 work are related. For example, after revealing that the
 "human race of one age" is not "the human race of
 another," he explains how the attentive reader will
 come to this conclusion: "He will explain how the
 soul and human passions, altering imperceptibly,
 change their nature so to speak; why our needs and
 our pleasures change their objects in the long run;
 why, original man vanishing by degrees, society no
 longer offers to the eyes of the wise man anything
 except an assemblage of artificial men and factitious
 passions which are the work of all these new rela-
 tions and have no true foundation in nature" (1964,
 178). The Second Discourse is not essentially or only
 a historical account, but is most importantly a psy-
 chological inquiry into human nature as it may be
 found universally through proper investigation.1

 History, for Rousseau, is the successive conditions
 that decisively shape what the individual comes to be
 with his fellows. We are historical beings in the sense
 that the extent and direction of the development of
 the individual are determined by the extent and
 character of his relations with his fellows, (i.e., the
 particular condition into which he is born), especially
 how those relations and conditions determine the
 character and extent of his needs, passions, and
 reason. Rousseau uses a revealing image to elucidate
 the manner of his search at the outset of the Second
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 Discourse: "Like the statue of Glaucus, which time,
 sea, and storms had so disfigured that it looked less
 like a god than a wild beast, the human soul, altered
 in the bosom of society . .. has, so to speak, changed
 its appearance to the point of being nearly unrecog-
 nizable" (1964, 91). We change "in the bosom of
 society"; society dramatically (and perhaps irrevers-
 ibly for the individual) changes what "man" appears
 to be. We must remove the "encrustations" of society
 in order to see our true form. Rousseau's description
 of our original nature and condition and the condi-
 tions of our subsequent development is an account
 not only of what we were and have become but of
 what we still are. In other words, every child begins
 life at the point as natural man and would develop
 into that being apart from the conditions that will
 actually cause him to develop differently. This is the
 premise of Rousseau's Emile. "Emile is not a savage to
 be relegated to the desert," Rousseau writes: "He is a
 savage made to inhabit cities" (1979a, 205). The
 genetic account of the Emile and the historical account
 of the Second Discourse are compatible and comple-
 mentary (see Starobinski 1964, lv; idem 1988, 12-21).

 Rousseau's explanation of how we are historical
 beings is related to his criticism of his predecessors
 and indicates the method he uses in his work. He
 claims that "the philosophers who have examined
 the foundations of society have all felt the necessity of
 going back to the state of nature, but none of them
 has reached it." They have not "found" the state of
 nature because they have not hypothesized that
 human nature is actually radically different from
 what it appears to be: "All of them, finally, speaking
 of need, avarice, oppressions, desires, and pride,
 have carried over to the state of nature ideas they had
 acquired in society: they spoke about savage man and
 they described civil man" (p. 102). Rousseau claims to
 be the first to have correctly seen human nature.
 Speaking of himself in the Dialogues, he writes:

 The prejudices that did not subjugate him, the factitious
 passions to which he was not prey did not hide from his
 eyes as they did from others those original traits so
 generally forgotten or misjudged. These traits so novel
 for us and so true once they are traced could still find,
 deep in people's hearts, the attestation of their correct-
 ness, but they would never have sought them out
 themselves if the historian of nature had not started by
 removing the rust that hid them. (1990a, 213-4)

 Those who have failed to see themselves, then, have
 failed to remove the "rust" that has obscured their
 true nature. They have taken appearance for reality:
 "They all seek their happiness in appearances, none
 is concerned about reality. They all place their being
 in appearance" (ibid.).

 Rousseau maintains that previous thinkers failed to
 recognize that "the human race of one age" is not
 "the human race of another," that "the soul and
 human passions, altering imperceptibly, change their
 nature so to speak." By looking at men as we see
 them around us, we only see individuals that are
 the product of certain conditions found at a certain
 time. This is the error made by Hobbes, who claimed

 that "whosoever looketh into himself . . . he shall
 thereby read and know, what are the thoughts, and
 Passions of all other men," so that his state of nature
 is an "Inference, made from the passions" (Leviathan,
 intro., chap. 13). Despite an apparently similarity of
 method, however, Rousseau and Hobbes come to
 drastically different conclusions. In an unpublished
 writing, the so-called Etat de guerre, he groups his
 predecessors together, the natural law theorists along
 with the philosophers of the state of nature, and
 explains that they all make the same methodological
 error in their use of the "analytic method." The
 "error of Hobbes and the philosophers" is to have
 confounded "natural man with the men that they
 have before their eyes, and of transporting into one
 system a being that can subsist only in another"
 (1959-69, vol. 3, p. 611-12). As Rousseau warned a
 critic of the Second Discourse, "Men differ so much
 according to times and places that . .. inferences
 from the particular to the universal are liable to lead
 to quite contradictory and inconclusive conclusions"
 (p. 235).

 Through his own portrait of savage man's solitary
 existence in the pure state of nature, then, Rousseau
 recounts the conditions that will reveal our funda-
 mental nature. His own inquiry into the various
 causes that shape human nature leads him even so
 far as to wonder whether any of the faculties taken by
 his predecessors to be distinctively human are in fact
 constitutive of mankind.

 PHYSICAL MAN AND MORAL MAN

 Rousseau claims in the Second Discourse that "the
 philosophers who have examined the foundations of
 society have all felt the necessity of going back to the
 state of nature." However, it is not true that "all" the
 philosophers have felt the need to investigate the
 state of nature in this way, or even at all. The
 scholastics and later natural law theorists and jurists,
 for example, considered the state of nature and even
 pure state of nature, but not as a necessity in explain-
 ing the foundations of society. Only with Hobbes and
 Locke, most prominently, could such a method be
 said to have become obligatory for understanding
 human nature and politics. Rousseau therefore indi-
 cates that his true antecedents are Hobbes and Locke,
 while at the same time, by referring to both the state
 of nature and pure state of nature, he evokes his
 more traditional predecessors. Rousseau's transfor-
 mation of the the terms of the natural law theorists
 points to how he will challenge the understanding of
 nature and human nature implicit in perhaps all
 previous views of human nature.

 Aquinas and Suarez-later, Hooker, Grotius, and
 Pufendorf, among others-all considered the state of
 nature in one way or another. They conceived of that
 state as the human condition prior to the Fall (the
 state of innocence, as opposed to the state of sin and
 to the state of grace or redemption). They also some-
 times entertained, in addition, a wholly speculative
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 and hypothetical pure state of nature, or the state of
 nature without or prior to divine dispensation. Nei-
 ther this strictly conjectural pure state of nature nor
 the lost state of nature as conceived by these thinkers
 could provide much practical guidance for political
 society, precisely because these conditions were
 viewed as either hypothetical (i.e., conflicting with
 the scriptural account) or irretrievably lost because of
 man's Fall. The principal role of the hypotheses about
 these two conditions in these theories, then, was to
 elucidate the character of the universally available
 and applicable natural law.2

 Rousseau indicates his awareness of the back-
 ground of the concept of the state of nature when he
 writes, "It did not even enter the minds of most of
 our philosophers to doubt that the state of nature had
 existed, even though it is evident from reading the
 Holy Scripture that the first man . . . was not himself
 in that state; and that giving the writings of Moses the
 credence that any Christian philosopher owes them,
 it must be denied that even before the flood men
 were ever in the pure state of nature." His complaint,
 however, is not that the philosophers of the state of
 nature have proceeded in supposed ignorance of or
 opposition to Scripture, but that they have not pur-
 sued their inquiries far enough in that direction:
 "They spoke about savage man and they described
 civil man" (1964, 102-3).

 Unlike those who first discussed the state of nature
 and pure state of nature, Rousseau's pure state of
 nature is not the condition without or prior to divine
 dispensation but without or prior to any truly social
 or moral relations among humans. The pure state of
 nature in the Second Discourse is the condition where
 humans exist as purely physical beings, that is,
 possessed solely of the instincts, passions, and facul-
 ties with which they are endowed by (physical)
 nature. Humans originally or naturally lack moral
 needs or passions, that is, needs or passions with
 particular, conscious regard for their fellow humans.
 Such needs and passions, Rousseau argues, only
 develop when individuals begin to have constant
 relations with their fellow humans. Rousseau defines
 a moral being as "intelligent, free, and considered in
 its relations with other beings" (1964, 94). The natural
 man whom he describes in the pure state of nature is
 manifestly not a moral being according to his defini-
 tion: while he may be said to be "free" in the sense
 that he enjoys "natural freedom" (p. 127)-or what
 Rousseau equates with "an unlimited right to every-
 thing that tempts him and that he can get" (Social
 Contract 1.8), he is not "intelligent" nor does he have
 "relations with other beings" or the passions associ-
 ated with such relations.

 The distinction between the physical and the moral
 in general is intimated by Rousseau at the outset of
 the Second Discourse in a way that presages the struc-
 ture of the work as a whole: "I conceive of two sorts
 of inequality in the human species: one, which I call
 natural, or physical, because it is established by
 nature and consists in the difference of ages, health,
 bodily strength, and qualities of mind or soul; the

 other, which may be called moral or political inequal-
 ity, because it depends upon a sort of convention and
 is established, or at least authorized, by the consent
 of men" (1964, 101). The natural, or physical, being of
 man consists of attributes "established by nature" in
 the individual, including both bodily and psycholog-
 ical attributes. In part 1 Rousseau speaks of man in
 the pure state of nature as a physical being with
 solely the endowments of physical nature. The
 moral, in turn, seems to be divided into two sorts:
 that which is moral in the sense "established" by "a
 sort of convention" as men begin to associate to-
 gether and another, more "political" form that is
 moral in the sense of being "authorized, by the
 consent of man." In part 2 Rousseau shows individ-
 uals coming together and becoming moral beings in
 the first sense, eventually to become political beings
 through the convention of the social contract (hence
 moral in the second sense; see Social Contract 1.8). The
 distinction Rousseau draws between physical or nat-
 ural inequality and moral inequality is therefore
 founded on his understanding of the way our pas-
 sions and faculties change character as we develop
 from physical to moral beings: "The same study of
 original man, of his true needs, and of the principles
 underlying his duties, is also the only good means
 one could use to remove those crowd of difficulties
 which present themselves concerning the origin of
 moral inequality" (1964, 96). The apparent historical
 structure of the Second Discourse with its progress
 from the pure state of nature to the state of nature to
 the civil state parallels and obscures a more funda-
 mental argument about human nature and the (his-
 torical) conditions that shape it. The dichotomy be-
 tween the physical and the moral runs throughout
 Rousseau's writings and is, I believe, the most fun-
 damental argument about human nature in the Sec-
 ond Discourse.

 While today we may not be so sensitive to the
 radical character of Rousseau's argument that we are
 by our original nature merely physical beings, the
 novelty and importance of Rousseau's argument
 about human nature was not lost on his contempo-
 raries, as is made especially clear by one of the more
 orthodox readers of the Second Discourse, the Abbe
 Castel. Castel, an acquaintance of Rousseau's, was
 best known for his translations of Newton, his own
 work on optics, and his "ocular clavicord," which
 Rousseau ridicules in his Essay on the Origin of Lan-
 guages. A year after the appearance of Rousseau's
 Second Discourse, Castel published a reply to the
 work, L'homme moral oppose a l'homme physique de M.
 Rousseau.3

 As the title of Castel's work indicates, he takes
 particular exception to Rousseau's distinction be-
 tween our physical and moral being and virtual
 glorification of the physical. He accuses Rousseau of
 seeing only the animal in man and not the image of
 God. He asks Rousseau at the outset, "Do you thus
 regard man as a wholly physical being?" and later
 calls him "the apologist of bestialness" (1782, 129,
 182). "Nothing proves better that you harm religion,"
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 he admonishes Rousseau, "than that you take as
 positive the state of your solitary and animal savage
 as being the state of primitive innocence, as being the
 state itself of felicity itself and a terrestrial paradise"
 (pp. 144-45, 263-65). He contrasts Rousseau's solitary
 being in the pure state of nature with the social and
 familial being of Scripture and the natural law theo-
 rists ("It is not good for man to be alone," Genesis
 2:18). He especially objects to the "brutality" of
 Rousseau's discussion of human sexuality and claims
 that the distinction Rousseau draws between physical
 and moral love clearly shows how he has misunder-
 stood human nature (pp. 136, 159-89, 316-24). Fi-
 nally, Castel perceptively observes that Rousseau's
 portrayal of man as a physical being that is somehow
 good is connected to his statement in the Second
 Discourse about "the little care taken by nature to
 bring men together." Far from "justifying" nature, as
 Rousseau claims to do through his work, Castel
 claims that his misdirected thesis about our physical
 nature as solitary and somehow good beings "calum-
 niates nature itself, and God too" (p. 167).

 From Rousseau's perspective, all of his predeces-
 sors have overestimated the needs, passions, and
 rational capacity natural to us. More importantly,
 they have assumed that we are naturally social or
 moral beings in one way or another-that we have
 social and moral passions and faculties. In other
 words, his predecessors have all assumed humans to
 be moral beings in the qualified sense he employs.
 Rousseau offers a radical reinterpretation of human
 nature through his portrait of natural man as a
 physical phenomenon in the pure state of nature. He
 presents a new understanding of our place in the
 natural whole that will, he claims, prove that we are
 naturally good, that our ills come from ourselves, and
 that nature is thereby justified.

 NATURAL MAN AS PHYSICAL
 PHENOMENON IN THE PURE STATE
 OF NATURE

 The Character of the Natural Whole

 Rousseau begins his account of the pure state of
 nature with a description of natural man. Stripping
 him of "all the supernatural gifts he could have
 received and of all the artificial faculties he could only
 have acquired by long progress-considering him, in
 a word, as he must have come from the hands of
 nature," he finds "an animal": "I see him satisfying
 his hunger under an oak, quenching his thirst at the
 first stream, finding his bed at the foot of the same
 tree that furnished his meal; and therewith his needs
 are satisfied" (1964, 105). From the very outset of his
 portrayal of our natural condition, Rousseau shows
 us to exist peacefully and unproblematically in the
 abode of nature.

 Rousseau's first portrait of our natural condition
 reveals a hospitable nature in which our needs are
 readily satisfied: "The earth, abandoned to its natural

 fertility and covered by immense forests never muti-
 lated by the axe, offers at every step storehouses and
 shelters to animals of all species" (1964, 105). Nature
 and human intervention or art are here opposed:
 nature provides sufficient food and shelter for man
 and the other animals, while the axe "mutilates."
 Rousseau adds a note to his description of nature's
 plenty suggesting that it is Locke, in particular,
 whom he is opposing: "the fruits of trees furnish
 animals with more abundant food than other forms of
 vegetation can: an experiment I made myself, in
 comparing the products of two fields equal in size
 and quality, the one covered with chestnut trees and
 the other sown with wheat" (p. 187). This experiment
 appears to be derived from a comparison suggested
 by Locke to prove precisely the opposite point about
 natural fertility versus human cultivation. In Eng-
 land, Locke says, an acre of cultivated land "that
 bears here Twenty Bushels of Wheat" so that "the
 Benefit Mankind receives . . . in a Year, is worth ?5"
 can be compared to the produce of the same acreage
 of comparable uncultivated land in America, the
 produce of which he says would be "possibly not
 worth a Penny; at least, I may truly say, not 1/1000
 the value of the cultivated land" (Second Treatise 5.
 par. 43). Whereas Rousseau suggests nature's plenty
 and the destructive character of man's artful interven-
 tion, Locke implies a parsimonious nature that must
 be cultivated by us if it is be of any use. The full
 significance of Locke's argument about our place in
 nature and relation to nature's God-and thus of
 Rousseau's response to it-can be gleaned from a
 closer examination of Locke's theory of property as
 presented in the Second Treatise.

 Locke initially speaks of the "Plenty God had
 given" us and his example of that plenty is the
 "Acorns he pickt up under an Oak." Acorns are
 Locke's first and archetypical example of natural
 appropriation of property by labor, in this case the

 eating of what is originally common, thereby making
 it intimately private. Locke's state of nature seems at
 first to be one of provident plenty, but this impres-
 sion is soon undermined. Acorns become Locke's
 primary example not only of man's natural right to
 appropriate the goods of nature through labor but of
 his absolute need to do so: they are representative of
 the scanty provision of nature. The initial appropria-
 tion of acorns as food is only the first sort of necessary
 labor. We must earn our bread by the sweat of our
 brows not because of any divine punishment but
 because of the character of the divine or natural
 whole. Locke uses the example of America given in
 his comparison of cultivated and uncultivated land:
 although nature has furnished the Americans "as
 liberally as any other people, with the materials of
 Plenty," because they have not cultivated the land,
 "a King of a large and fruitful Territory there feeds,
 lodges, and is clad worse than a day Labourer in
 England." He also recurs to the example of acorns as
 the "Plenty" given to these Americans by nature:
 "Acorns, Water, and Leaves, or Skins, must be our
 Bread, Drink and Clothing, did not labour furnish us
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 with these [latter,] more useful Commodities. For
 whatever Bread is more worth than Acorns, . . . that
 is wholly owing to labour"; for "labour makes the far
 greatest part of the value of things, we enjoy in this
 World," since "Nature and the Earth furnished only
 the almost worthless Materials, as in themselves"
 (Second Treatise 5; see Pangle 1988). Locke's portrait of
 our unaltered place in nature and his emphasis on the
 benefits of appropriation or human art increasingly
 becomes an indictment of the providence of nature
 and nature's God. Rousseau's description of natural
 man "satisfying his hunger under an oak," in turn, is
 a vindication of the providence of nature.5 In going
 back to the pure state of nature, Rousseau argues that
 Locke has misunderstood the character of the natural
 whole within which we exist.

 More important than his argument about the char-
 acter of the natural whole, however (for Locke allows
 that nature's provisions may be sufficient for man's
 bare needs), Rousseau objects that Locke and others
 have underestimated our ability to provide for our-
 selves in our natural condition and (most signifi-
 cantly) overestimated and mistaken the natural needs
 and passions for which we must provide: "Let us
 therefore take care not to confuse savage man with
 the men we have before our eyes" (1964, 111). Rous-
 seau even imagines a fight between these two and
 argues that it would be tremendously unequal. This
 comparison is not only meant to support his argu-
 ment that savage man can survive in his solitary
 existence in the pure state of nature but to point to a
 more fundamental difference between these beings.
 He concludes the comparison by explaining that
 savage man is an animal who (especially as compared
 to civil man) has "the advantage of always carrying
 oneself, so to speak, entirely with one" (p. 107).
 Savage man is an entirety, a being who lives as a
 physical whole in the natural whole. Rousseau ex-
 plains the difference between civil and savage man
 similarly in Emile. Civil man, he says, "is only a
 fractional unity" whose "value is determined by his
 relation to the whole, which is the social body," while
 savage man "is entirely for himself. He is a numerical
 unity, the absolute whole" (1979a, 39-40).

 Natural man is a purely physical being, and his
 relations with his fellows are limited to the physical.
 He discerns only "physical good and evil" and makes
 comparisons of "force" in his encounters with other
 beings (Rousseau 1964, 107). His fellow humans are
 equivalent in his mind to physical objects. Only when
 he develops moral passions, notably pride (amour-
 propre), do such encounters become more than purely
 "natural events" (p. 222). Until then he makes no
 moral judgments based on either intentionality or
 acquired notions of "the useful, the suitable, and
 the good" (see Rousseau 1979a, 39, 166-67, 213).
 Throughout his account, then, Rousseau argues that
 humans are limited by nature to needs for which they
 can easily provide and lack the needs and passions
 for which they might need others-moral needs and
 passions. His argument about the character of human
 needs, passions, and reason is the crux of his argu-

 ment about human nature and his quarrel with his
 predecessors.

 Human Needs, Passions, and Reason

 Rousseau presents his account of the character and
 extent of our natural faculties and passions in explicit
 disagreement with Hobbes. He makes his criticism by
 utilizing the same basic understanding of the dynam-
 ics of human psychology that Hobbes himself em-
 ployed against his predecessors-most importantly,
 the ancients and the natural law theorists. His argu-
 ment with Hobbes about the extent and character of
 our natural faculties and passions points to their
 different understandings of our nature and place in
 nature.

 In Hobbes's account of the state of nature, man's
 asocial and self-regarding passions make that condi-
 tion a state of war not only in the juridical sense of
 lacking a superior to judge or of being "without a
 common Power to keep them all in awe" but also in
 the more tangible sense of living in an uncertain and
 violent condition of "continuall feare, and danger of
 violent death; And the life of man, solitary, poore,
 nasty, brutish, and short" (Leviathan 13). Humans are
 asocial in the sense that each individual looks primar-
 ily to his own self-preservation. This asociality results
 in a contest over scarce natural resources for both
 present and future consumption or enjoyment. Fore-
 sight and the related quest for power to obtain goods
 makes all resources, in principle, scarce. Hobbes
 concludes, "I put for a general inclination of all
 mankind, a perpetually and restlesse desire of Power
 after power, that ceaseth only in death" (chap. 11).
 Men are also self-regarding: they have a "mutual will
 of hurting" arising from both fear and vainglory.
 There are thus three main sources of quarrels: com-
 petition, diffidence, and glory (scarcity, fear, and
 pride). The very passions and faculties that make the
 state of nature incommodious Hobbes points to as
 separating humans from the beasts: he describes man
 variously as the sole animal with vanity, especially in
 contending for preeminence in reason; speech in the
 sense of a conventional art of words; and both reason
 and the natural passion of curiosity-foresight about
 causes and effects in general and thus the ability to
 develop Science (chaps. 2-6, 12, 27). The faculties
 Hobbes points to as distinctive of humans obviously
 require social relations. When he claims that humans
 are naturally asocial, then, Hobbes does not deny
 that they live in constant, if unstable, relations with
 their fellows. He means that individuals are naturally
 selfish and self-regarding, or prideful (see De cive 1.2,
 addendum). Indeed, Hobbes's description of the
 state of nature seems to presuppose that we normally
 or naturally live in some sort of families and social
 groups (see Leviathan 20). By pushing Hobbes's argu-
 ment about our natural asociality even further, Rous-
 seau comes to deny that we possess the speech or
 reason that Hobbes believes is not only natural to
 humans but distinctive of them.

 Rousseau first introduces his quarrel with Hobbes
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 when he imagines the "unequal fight" between a
 savage and a civil man: "Hobbes claims that man is
 naturally intrepid and seeks only to attack and
 fight" -against which, Rousseau cites Cumberland
 and an "illustrious philosopher" (Montesquieu) that
 "nothing is so timid as man in the state of nature"
 (1964, 106-7).6 He suggests in a note to this passage
 that Hobbes has mistaken savage man for civil man
 because he has incorrectly understood the natural
 state of the human psyche: "All knowledge that
 requires reflection, all knowledge acquired only by
 the linking of ideas and perfected only successively,
 seems to be altogether beyond the reach of savage
 man for want of communication with his fellow
 men-that is to say, for want of the instrument which
 is used for that communication and for want of the
 needs which make it necessary" (pp. 188-89). As a
 being who carries himself entirely with himself, sav-
 age man does not require the assistance of his fellow
 humans physically, emotionally, or otherwise. His
 thorough integrity is based most importantly on his
 lack of the "needs" that lead to association with his
 fellow humans in the first place.

 Rousseau develops his argument against Hobbes
 about the natural state of our minds by adopting the
 general theory of the dynamics of the mind employed
 by Hobbes, Locke, and others against their own
 predecessors. "Whatever the moralists may say about
 it," Rousseau begins, "human understanding owes
 much to the passions, which by common agreement
 also owe much to it" (1964, 115-16). The moralists
 assume in one way or another that humans are
 naturally and in some way primarily rational. They
 argue that we are universally subject to the moral
 dictates of the natural law as discovered by reason.
 Following Hobbes, in particular, then, Rousseau crit-
 icizes these thinkers for establishing the natural law
 so that "it is impossible to understand the law of
 nature and consequently to obey it without being a
 great reasoner and a profound metaphysician: which
 means precisely that men must have used, for the
 establishment of society, enlightenment which only
 develops with great difficulty and in very few people
 in the midst of society itself" (p. 94). As we have
 seen, however, Rousseau's own definition of a moral
 being is more capacious. He therefore pushes the
 psychological theory of Hobbes and Locke further,
 accusing them of failing to realize that humans are
 not by nature moral beings in any sense.

 Rousseau plumbs further the insight of Hobbes
 and Locke by analyzing the relationships among
 needs, passion, and reason. First of all, the passions
 influence reason: "It is by their activity that our
 reason is perfected; we seek to know only because we
 desire to have pleasure." These passions, in turn, are
 based on desires; hence, "it is impossible to conceive
 why one who had neither desires nor fears would go
 to the trouble of reasoning." These desires are based
 on "needs," both natural ("by the simple impulsion
 of nature") and conventional ("through the ideas one
 can have of them"). Man is by nature limited to his

 natural needs: "His desires do not exceed his physical
 needs: the only goods he knows in the universe are
 nourishment, a female, and repose; the only evils he
 fears are pain and hunger. I say pain and not death
 and its terrors because an animal will never know
 what it is to die; and knowledge of death is one of the
 first acquisitions that man has made in moving away
 from the animal condition" (1964, 115-16). Rous-
 seau's remark about man's lack of any fear of death is
 directed against Hobbes, who would make the fear of
 death the most forceful element of human psychol-
 ogy. To his statement that natural man's desires "do
 not exceed his physical needs," Rousseau attaches a
 short note that elucidates his disagreement with
 Hobbes and others:

 That seems totally evident to me, and I am unable to
 conceive whence our philosophers can derive all the
 passions they impute to natural man. With the sole
 exception of the physically necessary, which nature itself
 demands, all our other needs are such only by habit,
 having previously not been needs, or by our desires; and
 one does not desire that which he is not capable of
 knowing. From which it follows that savage man, desir-
 ing only the things he knows and knowing only those
 things the possession of which is in his power or easily
 acquired, nothing should be so tranquil as his soul and
 nothing so limited as his mind. (p. 213)

 Rousseau turns Hobbes's reasoning against the
 moralists against him. "Hobbes saw very clearly the
 defect of all modern definitions of natural right,"
 Rousseau says, but he "improperly included in the
 savage man's care of self-preservation the need to
 satisfy a multitude of passions which are the product
 of society and which have made laws necessary. ...
 Hobbes did not see that the same cause that prevents
 savages from using their reason, as our jurists claim,
 prevents them at the same time from abusing their
 faculties, as he himself claims" (1964, 129). Hobbes
 and (less so) Locke describe our natural condition as
 improvident not only because of the scarce provision
 of natural goods but also because of the rich provision
 of contentious passions. Rousseau argues, in turn,
 that our unique "faculty of self-perfection, a faculty
 which, with the aid of circumstances, successively
 develops all the others" (p. 114), is activated only
 through the social or moral relations that arise from
 the contact with our fellows that we lack in our
 natural condition; that is, our uniquely malleable
 needs and passions develop and change their char-
 acter to become moral needs and passions. As basi-
 cally solitary beings, humans are devoid of reason,
 speech, foresight, contentious passions, and pride.
 The absence of these faculties and passions is what
 most importantly enables us to live a basically solitary
 and peaceful existence in our natural condition. By
 denying that we naturally have these needs, pas-
 sions, and faculties, Rousseau is again able to de-
 scribe the pure state of nature as a providential
 condition.
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 Sex and Moral Proofs in Matters of Physics

 Rousseau cannot deny that humans completely lack
 needs or passions for one another, for the species
 depends upon them. Rousseau remarks that among
 man's "physical needs" is "a female." In the Second
 Discourse Rousseau speaks, at least initially, almost
 always of "man"-the male.7 He speaks almost ex-
 clusively of males in his description of savage man's
 existence in the pure state of nature because he wants
 his account to be as far as possible genderless (as he
 sees it). "In everything not connected with sex," he
 claims in Emile, woman is man" (1979a, 357). In the
 Second Discourse, he explains that only after the estab-
 lishment of families was "the first difference was
 established in the way of life of the two sexes, which
 until this time had had but one" (1964, 147). Rous-
 seau describes natural man as a male at least in part
 because males can more easily be conceived of as
 solitary. When females are considered as females,
 questions arise concerning the ability of mothers to
 survive alone while caring for infants, the relatively
 long period of infancy among humans, and thus the
 possible need for relatively stable families and per-
 haps more extended social groups if humans are to
 survive.

 Rousseau's psychological argument is presented in
 tandem with his characterization of our basically
 solitary natural existence and may even appear to
 depend upon it. However, he does not absolutely
 insist on his claim about our natural solitude. For
 example, he summarizes his argument about man in
 his original condition, "Let us conclude that wander-
 ing in the forests, without industry, without speech,
 without domicile, without war and without liaisons,
 with no need of his fellowmen, likewise with no
 desire to harm them, perhaps never even recognizing
 anyone individually, savage man, subject to few
 passions and self-sufficient, had only the sentiments
 and intellect suited to his state" (1964, 137; emphasis
 mine; see also p. 119). This passage also reveals that
 it is less important for Rousseau that his savage be
 solitary than that whatever minimal relations he
 might have with his fellow humans do not serve to
 develop his mental and psychological state. Rous-
 seau's argument is thus not primarily that savage
 man does lead a solitary existence but that he is
 capable of doing so because of the character of his
 faculties and passions (see Masters 1968, 130-36,
 172-75).

 Rousseau directs his argument that constant rela-
 tions between men, women, and children are not
 natural against Locke, who seems to assume the
 existence of relatively stable families and other social
 groups to be characteristic of our natural condition.
 How Rousseau makes his argument further eluci-
 dates his conception of the difference between our
 physical and moral being and of the mistake of
 Hobbes, Locke, and others.

 Rousseau's discussion of the character and extent
 of sexual and familial relations in the pure state of
 nature is an outgrowth of his description of the

 relations among needs, passions, and reason. Reason
 and speech are intimately related. Languages obvi-
 ously require some sort of social relations, and the
 family is the place we most associate with learning to
 speak. Rousseau thus raises the problem of language
 in conjunction with his denial of any stable social or
 familial relations in the state of nature. He offers his
 own description of life in the pure state of nature: "In
 the primitive state, having neither houses, nor huts,
 nor property of any kind, everyone took up his
 lodging by chance and often for only one night.
 Males and females united fortuitously, depending on
 encounter, occasion, and desire, without speech be-
 ing a very necessary interpreter of the things they
 had to say to each other; they left each other with the
 same ease" (1964, 120-21). In a note to this statement,
 Rousseau transcribes at length a passage from
 Locke's chapter "Of Political or Civil Society" in the
 Second Treatise.8 The part of passage to which Rous-
 seau replies in detail pertains to Locke's claim about
 the nature of our sexual and familial relations, appar-
 ently even in the state of nature. Locke argues that
 the "chief, if not the only, reason" for the longer
 conjunction of male and female among humans than
 other animals is "because the female is capable of
 conceiving, and is commonly with child again and
 brings forth, too, a new birth, long before the former
 is out of dependency for support on his parent's help,
 and able to shift for himself," so that the father, in
 order "to take care for those he hath begot, and to
 undertake that care for a long time, is under an
 obligation to continue in conjugal society with the
 same woman by whom he has got them, and to
 remain in that society much longer than other crea-
 tures" (Rousseau 1964, 213-14).

 Most importantly for the present purpose, Rous-
 seau undermines the assumptions that he claims
 Locke makes about our natural psychological state:
 "Locke proves at most that there could well be in a
 man a motive for remaining attached to a woman
 when she has a child; but he does not prove at all that
 he must have been attached to her before the delivery
 and during the nine months of pregnancy." Accord-
 ing to Rousseau, therefore, Locke "evidently sup-
 poses what is in question"-not only the existence of
 some kind of relatively stable society, which would
 provide the basis for such knowledge and foresight,
 but the very reason and foresight in the first place.
 Rousseau states that "this kind of memory, by which
 one individual gives preference to another for the act
 of procreation, requires, as I prove in the text, more
 progress or corruption in human understanding than
 can be supposed in man in the state of animality in
 question here" (1964, 218-19).

 When he alludes to what he "proves" in the text,
 Rousseau is referring to the distinction he draws
 between physical love and moral love somewhat after
 this note. There he asserts that by nature the sexes
 have no need for any prolonged association because
 they have no more than an occasional need to couple
 in order to preserve the species. Physical love, or
 simple copulation, is limited to purely physical im-
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 pulses and relations. Moral love, in turn, is based on
 reasons and opinions conceived through the imagi-
 nation; and these only develop in society. Limited to
 the physical in love, male and female in their natural
 state meet sporadically and, with their physical needs
 satisfied and no knowledge of the possible conse-
 quences of their act, they return to their basically
 solitary existence (1964, 134-36).

 The distinction Rousseau draws between physical
 and moral love is part of the more general dichotomy
 between the physical and the moral in the Second
 Discourse. His allusion to what he "proves" about
 physical and moral love helps us to understand what
 he says at the outset of his criticism of Locke in the
 note: "I shall observe first that moral proofs do not
 have great force in matters of physics, and that they
 serve rather to give a reason for existing facts than to
 prove the real existence of those facts" (1964, 215-16).
 Once again, Rousseau is accusing Locke of making
 the same sort of mistake as the natural law theorists,
 or those whom Rousseau earlier termed the moral-
 ists. Assuming humans always to have been the
 beings he sees around him, Locke has improperly
 attributed to us faculties and passions that (Rousseau
 argues) we do not possess by our original nature.

 Rousseau reiterates his general criticism of Locke at
 the very end of the note in a different form:

 Locke's reasoning therefore falls apart, and all the dia-
 lectic of the philosopher has not saved him from the error
 committed by Hobbes and others. They had to explain a
 fact of the state of nature, that is to say, of a state where
 men lived isolated and where a given man has no motive
 for living near another given man, nor perhaps to live
 near one another, which is much worse; and they did not
 think of carrying themselves back beyond the centuries
 of society, that is to say, of those times when men have
 always had a reason to live near one another, and when
 a given man often has a reason for living beside a man or
 a given woman. (1964, 219-20)

 Despite his suggestion that Locke and Hobbes have
 made a historical mistake, not "carrying themselves
 back beyond the centuries of society," Rousseau's
 argument against Locke's understanding of man's
 psychological state is evident, as well. When he criti-
 cizes Locke for not going "back" far enough, he
 indicates that Locke has not properly conceived of
 how different conditions (conditions that tend to
 develop in a certain general direction over time) affect
 the character and extent of man's "needs." The
 change that takes place in man's "need" for his fellow
 human, especially that for a particular member of the
 opposite sex, is crucial. (Note the change from two
 given men in the first state to a "given man" and a
 "given woman" in the second.) In other words,
 Rousseau denies that humans by nature have what
 he calls moral needs or passions-needs and passions
 with particular, conscious regard for other individu-
 als, of which moral love is his archetypical example.

 Rousseau's argument about moral proofs in mat-
 ters of physics can be generalized and applied to his
 criticism of the views of Hobbes and Locke (among
 others) about mankind's relation to the natural whole

 within which they exist. The state of nature as envi-
 sioned by Hobbes and Locke hides within it a cryp-
 toteleology. Supposing that because of the character
 of nature or because of the passions natural to hu-
 mans the state of nature is inimical to us, their state of
 nature is paradoxically teleological in that its insuffi-
 ciencies point to another condition that is in a sense
 higher-the end of the state of nature through the
 artifice of the social contract. Rousseau, in contrast,
 describes how we can survive as purely physical
 beings in our natural state, as good beings that exist
 unproblematically in nature and that need never have
 developed out of that condition.

 THE NATURAL GOODNESS OF MAN

 Rousseau claims that he has demonstrated that man
 is naturally good and that he has thereby justified
 nature (1964, 193). He later explains that the natural
 goodness of man is central to his system of thought,
 as when he exposed the "fundamental principle" of
 all of his writings, namely, "that man is naturally
 good, loving justice and order, that there is no
 original perversity in the human heart, and that the
 first movements of nature are always right" (1959-69,
 vol. 4, pp. 935-36).9 Rousseau's demonstration of the
 natural goodness of man in the Second Discourse
 consists in his portrait of savage man's natural con-
 dition in the pure state of nature as a physical being
 embedded in (physical) nature. Before turning to the
 meaning of his claim to have thus justified nature and
 even God, let me take up what Rousseau means by
 our natural goodness.

 We usually brand attributions of goodness as moral
 judgments-even as matters of "value" distinct from
 those of "fact." Rousseau, however, does not use
 good in a moral sense and even takes it in a sense
 compatible with matters of physics. Rousseau's con-
 ception of goodness becomes clear when, after his
 description of the pure state of nature, he wonders
 what kind of mortality we could be said to possess by
 nature:

 It seems at first that men in that state, not having
 amongst themselves any moral relationship or known
 duties, could be neither good nor evil, and had neither
 vices nor virtues: unless, taking these words in a physical
 sense, one calls vices in the individual the qualities that
 can harm his own preservation, and virtues the those
 that can contribute to it; in which case, it would be
 necessary to call the most virtuous the one who least
 resists the simple impulses of nature. (1964, 128)

 Although Rousseau immediately claims that he will
 speak "without departing from the ordinary mean-
 ing" of these words, it is clear, since he understands
 natural man to be a purely physical being, that he
 also means us to take these terms in the "physical
 sense" he suggests.

 An indication of Rousseau's novel use of these
 terms is seen by the objections of the Abbe Castel. He
 complains that Rousseau's savage has "nothing of
 the moral, of human, of theological or divine; nor any
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 more of duties, morals, relations; nor any more of
 good, that is to say, of bad. For here is the system of
 M. Rousseau well explained in detail and well an-
 nounced: according to him, the good is bad and the
 bad is good" (1782, 182-83). Similarly, Diderot, ap-
 pears to have been thinking along the same lines in
 his article "Droit nature" for the Encyclopedia, which
 has been read as a reaction to Rousseau's arguments
 in the Second Discourse "If man is not free or if his
 instantaneous determinations, or even his oscilla-
 tions, arise from something material that is external
 to his soul, he will have in them neither reasoned
 goodness nor wickedness, even though they may
 have in them animal goodness or wickedness" (1975,
 vol. 7, p. 25; see Masters 1968, 261-65).

 We are good, says Rousseau, in that we do not
 resist "the simple impulses of nature." Through our
 spontaneous instinct for self-preservation alone and
 perhaps also restrained by natural pity, we are by
 nature good for ourselves (well-ordered and self-
 sufficient) and good, or at least not harmful, for
 others (see Melzer 1990, 15-17; see also Masters 1968,
 151-57). We are good by the "two principles anterior
 to reason"-the desire for self-preservation and
 pity-which Rousseau explains he has found "by
 meditating on the first and simplest operations of the
 human soul" (1964, 95). Together they compose the
 "maxim of natural goodness": "Do what is good for
 you with the least possible harm to others" (p. 133).1o
 We do not by nature need to force ourselves, through
 reason or otherwise, to act in a manner that is good.
 Such force, whether external force applied through
 education or threat or internal "self-forcing," Rous-
 seau is fond of pointing out, is found in the original
 sense of virtue (see Rousseau 1979a, 444-45). He
 therefore reserves the terms virtue and vice for moral
 beings, that is, humans with the needs and passions
 that develop in and through their relations with their
 fellow humans and that cause them to be good
 neither for themselves nor others.

 Rousseau makes his argument about the natural
 goodness of man in disagreement with Hobbes:
 "Above all, let us not conclude with Hobbes that
 because man has no idea of goodness he is naturally
 evil; that he is vicious because he does not know
 virtue; . . . nor that, by virtue of the right he reason-
 ably claims to things he needs, he foolishly imagines
 himself to be the sole proprietor of the whole uni-
 verse." Rousseau thus concludes, "One could say
 that savages are not evil precisely because they do not
 know what it is to be good: for it is neither the growth
 of enlightenment nor the restraint of law, but the
 calm of passions and the ignorance of vice which
 prevents them from doing evil" (1964, 128-30). Iron-
 ically, then, the Abbe Castel claims that even Hobbes
 is "not impious, in that he supposes man capable of
 impiety. Man having himself neither virtues nor
 vices, nor moral relations, nor known duties, could
 not be impious, whatever he should do, not being
 more than a brute beast and animal" (1782, 171-72).
 As a number of modern interpreters of Rousseau
 have noted, his savage man's goodness is amoral,

 premoral, or even subhuman (e.g., Masters 1968, 152;
 Starobinski 1964, lxiv; Strauss 1953, 271).

 THE THEODICY OF THE
 SECOND DISCOURSE

 Rousseau claims that through his portrait of our
 original nature as asocial, physical, and good beings
 that he has "justified" nature and even God and his
 providence. He raises the issue of providence in the
 Second Discourse just before alerting us to his use of
 good in a physical sense. He explains that "from the
 little care taken by nature to bring men together from
 mutual needs and to facilitate their use of speech, one
 at least sees how little is prepared their sociability,
 and how little it contributed to everything men have
 done to establish social bonds." Thus Rousseau, the
 Abbe Castel claims, calumniates God and nature; but
 Rousseau maintains that nature has thus been kind to
 us: we are placed in this natural condition "by a very
 wise providence." To the argument that such a being
 would be miserable, he says, "Now I would really
 like someone to explain to me what type of misery
 there can be for a free being whose heart is at peace
 and whose body is healthy?" (1964, 126-28). Rous-
 seau reiterates the soundness of man's physical en-
 dowments, both mental and bodily, and the harmony
 in which he lives as an unproblematic whole in the
 natural whole.

 Rousseau treats the question of divine or natural
 providence in his 1756 letter to Voltaire in response to
 the latter's poem on the Lisbon earthquake. How can
 human misery and death be consistent with a benef-
 icent God or well-ordered nature? Rousseau points to
 the argument in the Second Discourse, a work Voltaire
 had characterized as a "work against the human
 race." No one, Voltaire wrote, had ever used so much
 intelligence to make man a beast (quoted in Rousseau
 1959-69, vol. 3, 1379). Rousseau's answer is simple:
 "If it is better for us to be than not to be, this would
 be enough to justify our existence, even though we
 would have no compensation to expect for the ills
 that we have to suffer." Voltaire and others, he says,
 are wrong to accuse God or nature because "in the
 comparison of goods and evils," they "always forget
 the sweet sentiment of existence" (ibid., vol. 4, pp.
 1062-63; see Rousseau 1979b, 68-69). In the Second
 Discourse, Rousseau describes the psychological con-
 dition of natural man in the pure state of nature: "His
 soul agitated by nothing, is given over to the sole
 sentiment of its present existence" (1964, 117). The
 providence of nature and nature's God exists for us in
 our natural condition as physical beings unproblem-
 atically embedded in the physical whole of nature.

 In his letter to Voltaire, Rousseau explains that
 God's providence is impersonal, "general," and
 wholly physical in character, that is, not specifically
 concerned with the individual: "It is to be believed
 that particular events are nothing here below in the
 eyes of the master of the universe, that his provi-
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 dence is only universal, that he is content to preserve
 the genera and the species and to preside over the
 whole without being disturbed by the manner in
 which each individual spends this brief life" (1959-
 69, vol. 4, p. 1069). Thus, even though Rousseau
 seems to assume a high infant mortality in our
 natural condition-"Nature . . . renders strong and
 robust those who are well constituted and makes all
 the others perish" (1964, 106; see p. 111)-what is
 more important is the survival of the species: "The
 proof that all is well ordered derives from a general
 and incontestable fact: that all the species survive"
 (1959-69, vol. 3, p. 237). What is most important in
 considering the providence of nature or nature's God
 is the order of the whole. In almost equating good-
 ness with order, both in his discussion of the natural
 goodness of man and the goodness of nature as a
 whole, Rousseau appeals to a traditional theological
 concept. In the "Profession of Faith of the Savoyard
 Vicar" in Emile, for example, he has the vicar explain
 that "the love of order which produces order is called
 goodness; and the love of order which preserves order
 is called justice" (1979a, 282; emphasis original). He
 alludes to this same conception in the Second Discourse
 when he writes that men do not naturally have the
 reason to conceive of "maxims of justice and reason
 drawn from the love of order in general or from the
 known will of his creator" (1964, 119). The order of
 nature, including human nature, is found in our
 original or natural condition as physical beings em-
 bedded unproblematically in the physical whole of
 nature. We are thus a good part of a good nature:
 "The first movements of nature are always good and
 right" (1959-69, vol. 4, pp. 935-36; see Rousseau
 1979a, 92).

 Previous interpreters who have attended to Rous-
 seau's understanding of his work as a theodicy have
 come to a different conclusion. Rather than under-
 standing Rousseau's conception of our natural good-
 ness and his justification of nature or God as referring
 to our original position in nature, they have seen his
 solution to the problem of evil and providence as
 eschatological: as coming at the end as a restitution of
 order. This view gains credence from the argument
 about providence made by Rousseau's Savoyard
 vicar. Chief among these interpreters is Ernst Cas-
 sirer. Cassirer correctly sees that Rousseau's unique
 solution to the problem of evil (society as the cause of
 our ills) is central to his thought. However, he incor-
 rectly believes that Rousseau's resolution of the prob-
 lem of evil is found in our ultimate reformation in the
 ethical society where the categorical imperative (the
 general will) reigns. For Rousseau, he asserts, the
 goodness of man "was not an original quality of
 feeling but a fundamental orientation and a funda-
 mental destiny of man's will" and was grounded "in
 man's capacity for self-determination . . . in the rec-
 ognition of an ethical law" (Cassirer 1989, 104-5; see
 also Cassirer 1951, 147, 153-58 and Hendel 1934).
 More recently, Andrzej Rapaczynski (1987) has made
 a similar argument, finding in the vicar's eschatolog-

 ical providentialism a clue to Rousseau's thoughts
 about the human problem.

 Cassirer and others have erred, first, because they
 have misunderstood or misrepresented Rousseau's
 conception of our historical nature. Seeing in Rous-
 seau the predecessor to Kant, Hegel, and even Marx,
 all of whom in different ways viewed providence as a
 historical phenomenon (see Kant 1983, 53-55), Cas-
 sirer and others' interpretations of Rousseau have a
 distorted, proleptic character. Rousseau does not
 view history primarily as the process of our perfec-
 tion (for he is decidedly pessimistic about our "prog-
 ress") but the addition of encrustations on our origi-
 nal nature through changes in the determinants of
 the extent and character of our malleable passions
 and faculties, our historical being. He reveals our
 original condition and our historical nature so that we
 may see that our ills are not inevitable, that we are
 good, and that nature is justified. His portrait of
 nature and of human nature is useful not as a focus of
 nostalgia but as a model for the conditions of our
 happiness, in accordance with which it is possible to
 manipulate the determinants of our nature.

 Second, they have erred because their interpreta-
 tions are based, in part, upon a mistaken assumption
 about Rousseau's intentions in offering the teaching
 about providence he has the Savoyard vicar offer and
 the relationship of that teaching to his own under-
 standing. The vicar argues that an eschatological and
 restitutive moral providence is the solution to the
 problem of disorder and evil among men (1979a,
 278-82). Cassirer and others have seized upon the
 vicar's argument as substantially Rousseau's own.
 The exact relationship between Rousseau and his
 vicar is an extremely difficult and much-debated
 subject. However, Rousseau's remark in his letter to
 Voltaire that our existence is justified "even though
 we would have no compensation to expect for the ills
 that we have to suffer" (i.e., even without a doctrine
 of compensation from a caring deity) indicates that he
 offers a strictly natural justification of nature and
 providence.1" Finally, Rousseau's disagreement with
 the vicar about the "end" at which providence is
 found or justified is attested to by the sole reference
 to the "Profession of Faith" elsewhere in Emile. In a
 passage that explicitly recalls the Second Discourse
 (where he also states that Hobbes called the wicked
 man "a robust child," p. 129), Rousseau explains,
 against Hobbes, that children are naturally good: "All
 wickedness comes from weakness.... Of all the
 attributes of the all-powerful divinity, goodness is the
 one without which we can least conceive it .... See
 hereafter the Profession of Faith of the Savoyard
 Vicar" (1979a, 67). The vicar states that "the su-
 premely good Being, because He is supremely pow-
 erful, ought also to be supremely just" and goes on to
 relate goodness with order and justice with the
 preservation of order. The context of the reference
 earlier in the work points to Rousseau's solution of
 the problem of evil and understanding of providence
 as lying in our beginning as a good part of a good
 nature.
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 The notion of providence seems to require an
 intelligent and willing being and thus to be misap-
 plied to nature. Just as his quarrel with Hobbes
 shows how Rousseau could speak of goodness in a
 physical sense, so it reveals what sense it makes to
 speak of natural "providence." This can be seen by
 contrasting Rousseau's view of human nature and
 our place in nature with Hobbes's.

 Hobbes discusses the issue of providence and
 man's place in nature and relation to God as the
 "author of nature" in Leviathan 31, "Of the Kingdome
 of God by Nature." Hobbes notes the metaphorical
 application of the term providence to the "Power of
 God" as the "Author of Nature." Nonetheless, he
 proceeds to consider "the Right of Nature, whereby
 God reigneth over men, and punisheth those that
 break his Lawes," which he reduces to God's "Irre-
 sistible Power." Central here is Hobbes's reduction of
 right to power, evident earlier in the work in his
 discussion of natural right (chaps. 14, 21; see also
 Spinoza, Theologico-Political Treatise 6, 16). Rewards
 and punishments are central to every conception of
 providence, most especially the rewards and punish-
 ments of an afterlife thought necessary to resolve the
 problem of evil and justify God and his providence:
 "Punishments are consequent to the breach of Lawes;
 Natural Punishments must be necessarily consequent
 to the breach of the lawes of Nature; and therefore
 follow them as their natural, not arbitrary effects"
 (Leviathan 31). However, with Hobbes's essential re-
 duction of natural law to a "general rule of reason" or
 prudence, and incorporation of natural law into nat-
 ural right (chap. 14), natural rewards and punish-
 ments become equivalent to simple pleasure and pain
 as events in the "chayn of Consequences" of our
 actions or as consequences of our motion simply
 (chap. 31). For Hobbes, however, our natural condi-
 tion is a state of war of every man against every man
 because of the passions and faculties natural to us.
 Though intended to procure pleasure or at least avoid
 pain, our actions produce pain and even death. Our
 natural condition is not a providential one in any
 positive sense. Rather than ordered beings in an
 ordered whole, Hobbes finds beings whose natural
 impulses lead them to disorder and death.12

 Like Hobbes, Rousseau's conception of natural
 providence is metaphorical. Unlike Hobbes, how-
 ever, natural providence has a positive character. For
 Rousseau, our natural passions and needs lead to our
 survival and even flourishing. Only when we depart
 from nature with our fellows out of the hands of
 nature's providence does a process begin that makes
 "a being evil while making him sociable, and from
 such a distant origin finally bring man and the world
 to the point where we see them" (1964, 140). Or, as
 Rousseau explains of his system, all of his writings
 have been founded on "the great principle that
 nature made men happy and good, and that society
 depraves him and makes him miserable" (1990a,
 213). Rousseau's portrait of our natural, providential
 condition in the pure state of nature serves as a

 positive model for the remaking of our miserable
 existence.

 THE BEARING OF ROUSSEAU'S PURE
 STATE OF NATURE

 The state of nature constitutes what might be called a
 negative standard in the political theories of Hobbes
 and Locke. The state of nature is no longer a hypo-
 thetical prelapsarian state of innocence created by
 God and lost by men as in the scriptural and natural
 law traditions that they confronted, but a state of
 want and war. The state of nature in their theories is
 far from the creation of a provident Deity; it is scanty
 in its physical provision and rich in its provision of
 quarrelsome human passions. Hobbes in particular
 replaces the reasoned duties and ends of the natural
 law theorists with the solid and sublime beginnings
 of the passions, especially the fear of pain and death.
 Reason serves as the guide-the star and com-
 pass-to the ends determined by the passions.
 Right-each individual's natural right to self-preser-
 vation and the means to it-is prior to duty. But thus,
 there appear to be no true ends in themselves: the
 most important end is paradoxically the beginning
 point of the end-death. Life becomes characterized
 by a desire to maintain motion; the most important
 goal is to avoid the end of motion.

 The negative standard of the state of nature that
 may be said to be characteristic of the thought of
 Hobbes and Locke affects the bearing of liberal
 thought. The primacy of natural right along with the
 state of nature with which it is frequently allied might
 be said to provide no positive standard for politics.13
 They provide to the natural individual a sort of fence
 that cannot be crossed or a way of judging the
 relationship between the individual and the state.
 They do not tell us what sort of political entity to
 construct except (for the most part) to say what
 cannot be done. They do not offer any, or much,
 advice about what sort of life the citizens of the state
 should lead or what type of beings they should be.
 There is in liberal thought and its emphasis on
 natural right a tendency, as in Hobbes, to provide for
 the continuation of motion without giving that mo-
 tion any determinate direction or end. The existence
 of the individual is characterized by the pursuit of
 happiness, while happiness itself remains indetermi-
 nate.

 Rousseau shares much with his predecessors in the
 liberal tradition of the state of nature and the social
 contract. For example, his state of nature also even-
 tually becomes a condition of want and war that must
 be overcome through art or convention. However, he
 goes further back to the pure state of nature, a new
 revelation of what sort of beings we truly are by
 nature. His natural man is a physical being who exists
 unproblematically as a good being embedded in a
 good nature. He is a being characterized by whole-
 ness. Rousseau's pure state of nature and our place
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 within it are positive standards, of sorts, for his
 constructive philosophy, which is concerned not only
 with life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness but
 with happiness itself. He envisions the palliation or
 reconstruction of our corrupted existence by remak-
 ing our malleable or "perfectible" nature by imitating
 our natural condition as whole beings embedded
 unproblematically in the whole of nature-albeit on
 different foundations from those of our physical
 existence in the pure state of nature. Thus, although
 Rousseau calls the savage societies of the state of
 nature the "happiest and most durable epoch" for
 mankind (1964, 151) and although some interpreters
 have recognized how those primitive societies serve
 as a model for at least a portion of Rousseau's
 constructive thought (e.g., Shklar 1985), still, even
 that community with its relatively whole or unified
 beings living in a whole shares a formal similarity
 with our natural existence in the pure state of nature.

 That Rousseau views the existence of natural man
 as a positive standard has, of course, often been
 noted. So far, however, interpreters have concen-
 trated on the unity of soul of the individual alone as
 Rousseau's standard (Melzer 1990; see also Strauss
 1953). They have failed to understand how his view
 of our place in nature in general serves as a positive
 standard, a theodicy. This criticism applies to Starob-
 inski's (1988) somewhat similar interpretation; for his
 reading of Rousseau as concerned with a "transpar-
 ent" relationship of an individual with his fellows
 and surroundings and the problem of the "obstruc-
 tion" in that relationship is at bottom a radically
 individualistic reading of Rousseau (as should be
 evident from his psychoanalytic approach to Rous-
 seau to begin with). Only the present interpretation
 can fully account for both the unity of intention and
 similarity of method behind the various solutions
 Rousseau offers in his constructive philosophy. He
 entertains three distinct and ultimately problematic
 possibilities of our "perfectibility," all in some sense
 imitations of the savage man's existence in the pure
 state of nature: the solitary walker (Reveries of the
 Solitary Walker), the retreat of the domestic society
 (Emile and Julie, ou la nouvelle Heloise), and the legiti-
 mate political association (Social Contract). Let me say
 something about Rousseau's political solution for our
 ills.

 THE PURE STATE OF NATURE AND
 ROUSSEAU'S POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

 Rousseau's political teaching in the Social Contract
 seems to be elaborated independently of the psycho-
 logical and historical investigation of the Second Dis-
 course and, indeed, of the main tenets of his system of
 the natural goodness of man. Thus, even where the
 historical and psychological arguments appear in his
 explicitly political work, they are phrased narrowly:
 the social contract becomes necessary when the ob-
 stacles to self-preservation become too great (e.g.,

 Social Contract 1.6). However, as Arthur Melzer (1990)
 has perceptively argued in his recent work, the cast of
 Rousseau's argument is misleading. Most impor-
 tantly, Rousseau can be seen to be concerned in the
 Social Contract to alleviate, among other things, the
 main cause of our evils as we have developed into
 moral beings, namely, personal dependence. "Man is
 born free, and everywhere he is in chains. One who
 believes himself the master of others is nonetheless a
 greater slave than they," Rousseau announces in his
 opening words. Even mastery is a form of slavery
 because of personal dependence. Although his para-
 doxical statement that "whoever refuses to obey the
 general will shall be constrained to do so by the entire
 [political] body; which means only that he will be
 forced to be free," is infamous, its continuation is less
 well known: "For this is the condition that . . . guar-
 antees him against all personal dependence" (1.8). As
 Melzer notes, Rousseau can present his political
 teaching in the Social Contract as though it were
 separate from the main tenets of his system and
 based on the narrow problem of self-preservation,
 because "the political requirements of preservation
 and happiness perfectly coincide" (1990, 114-15).
 Building on Melzer's interpretation, I shall add that in
 his political thought, Rousseau intends to solve the
 problem of personal dependence by making the state
 an imitation of the divine or natural whole.

 Rousseau would palliate the ills from personal
 dependence by making the citizens of his regime as
 far as possible independent of one another and
 dependent upon the laws alone. The laws ought to
 make the relationship of the citizens to one another
 ''as small as possible" and the relationship of the
 citizens to the state and its laws "as large as possible"
 (Social Contract 2.12). The independent civil freedom
 of the citizens in Rousseau's state is an imitation of
 the independent natural freedom of the savage in the
 pure state of nature (see 1.8, 2.11). Rousseau inti-
 mates in Emile how the relationship of the citizens to
 the political whole within which they live is intended
 to be an imitation of savage man's existence in the
 pure state of nature:

 Dependence on things, since it has no morality, is in no
 way detrimental to freedom and engenders no vices.
 Dependence on men, since it is without order, engen-
 ders all the vices, and by it, master and slave are
 mutually corrupted. If there is any means of remedying
 this ill in society, it is to substitute law for man and to
 arm the general wills with a real strength superior to the
 action of every particular will. If the laws of nations
 could, like those of nature, have an inflexibility that no
 human force could ever conquer, dependence on men
 would then become dependence on things again; in the
 republic all the advantages of the natural state would be
 united with those of the civil state, and freedom which
 keeps man exempt from vices would be joined to the
 morality which raises him to virtue. (1979a, 85)

 In the first draft of the Social Contract and in a parallel
 passage in his essay "Political Economy," Rousseau
 explains, in his discussion of "the marvels of the
 laws," that we must "imitate here on earth the
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 immutable decrees of the divinity." "It is this celestial
 voice" of the laws, he explains, "that tells each citizen
 the precepts of public reason, and teaches him to
 behave according to the maxims of his own judgment
 and not to be constantly in contradiction with him-
 self" (1978, 177-78).

 The laws of Rousseau's political whole are to be
 modeled on the laws of the divine or natural whole;
 and our relationship to them is similar except that in
 the case of the civil state, the citizens themselves may
 legislate them through our general will as sovereign.
 The parallel between the political whole and the
 divine or natural whole in Rousseau's conception is
 further strengthened when we consider that the
 origin of the general will, the source of the laws, as a
 theological term concerning the divine will and prov-
 idence, a heritage most thoroughly investigated by
 Patrick Riley (1986). The "voice of the people is the
 voice of God," Rousseau exclaims in his "Political
 Economy" (1978, 213; see Rousseau 1959-69, vol. 3,
 pp. 862-63), giving the traditional formula a new and
 radical meaning.

 CONCLUSION

 I began by wondering about the relationship between
 Rousseau's description of human nature through his
 depiction of our natural condition in the pure state of
 nature and his political thought. Despite certain ap-
 pearances to the contrary, his juridical political theory
 and the legitimate state he derives from it, far from
 having been developed in isolation from his demon-
 stration of the natural goodness of man, depends
 decisively upon it. Rousseau's projected solutions to
 our ills, including his political remedy, are formally
 modeled on the natural condition of the human race
 as a good part of a good nature-as we can see when
 we understand that Rousseau intends the Second
 Discourse to be a theodicy.

 The connection between Rousseau's reflections on
 human nature and his political theory force us to
 reconsider how these subjects may be inseparable,
 even at the point in the history of political thought
 where they appear to diverge. Indeed, since Rous-
 seau's understanding of human nature is bound up
 with his conception of nature and questions about the
 divine, he offers an opportunity to consider a return
 to the grand philosophical tradition in politics. As our
 liberal politics and political science triumph, it is
 imperative that we come to understand their founda-
 tions better, build on them more solidly, assess their
 possible structural limitations, and grasp their possi-
 bilities.

 Notes

 Previous versions of this paper were presented at the
 Workshop in the History of Political Thought at the University
 of Chicago and the 1991 American Political Science Associa-
 tion annual meeting in Washington. I should like to thank, for

 their comments and suggestions, Nathan Tarcov, Joseph
 Cropsey, Carol Fiedler, Roger Masters, Vickie Sullivan, and
 James B. Murphy.

 1. Throughout this paper I will discount the quasi-Lamarck-
 ian theory of the changes in our physical constitution through
 time that Rousseau seems to contemplate in the Second
 Discourse but puts aside (1964, 104-5, 183-86, 203-9). In any
 case, if Rousseau puts forward his hypotheses about human
 history in general and changes in our constitution in particu-
 lar in a scientific sense (as I believe he does), the thesis that I
 will maintain is the main one of the Second Discourse, namely,
 that we are by nature physical beings, would only be
 strengthened.

 2. For background on the state of nature and the pure state
 of nature, see Gierke 1950, 96-105 and notes; Gourevitch
 1988, 25-33; Strauss 1953, 184-85. For the original formula-
 tions, see Aquinas, Summa theologica I-II. 109.8, as well as 102.
 3-12, 109. 2-4; Suarez, De legibus ac Deo legislators 1.3.11-12,
 2.8.8-9; Hooker, Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity 1.10.1;
 Grotius, De jure belli ac pacis 2.5.15, 3.7.1; Pufendorf, De officio
 hominis et civis 2.1.1-7; idem De jure natural et gentium 2.2.1-4.

 3. Castel's work was originally published in Toulouse in
 1756 as L'homme morale oppose a l'homme physique; ou Refutation
 du discours sur l'origine de l'inegalite: Lettres philosophiques. It
 is included in a supplemental volume (no. 29) to the 1782
 Collection competes des oeuvres de J.-J. Rousseau edited by
 Moultou and Peyrou, to which I refer here. My attention was
 first drawn to Castel by Hamilton 1979, 86-89.

 4. Locke perhaps chooses acorns as his representative
 example of property by appropriation because of Pufendorf's
 parallel use of acorns in his theory of property deriving from
 the universal consensus of mankind (De jure naturae et gentium
 4.4.13). This parallel was drawn to my attention by Peter
 Laslett (Locke 1988, 288n.), who, in turn, takes it from John
 Gough (1950, 78n.). The centrality of the oak and acorn to
 descriptions of man's primitive state is also to be found in
 Lucretius: "Their hearts were content to accept as a gift what
 the sun and showers had given, and the earth had produced
 spontaneously. Often they stayed their hunger among the
 acorn-laden trees" (De rerum natura 5.937-40). It may have
 been Lucretius who suggested this image to Pufendorf, who
 quotes this passage from Lucretius at length in his De jure
 naturae et gentium (2.2.2). It has often been noted that Rous-
 seau's depiction of man's natural state is modeled on the fifth
 book of Lucretius' poem (e.g., Morel 1909; Strauss 1953, 264,
 271); and among the many parallels between the accounts is
 this picture of man resting beneath an oak. However, al-
 though Lucretius and the other Epicureans, like Rousseau,
 deny natural teleology, their account of man is not wholly
 antiteleological: unlike Rousseau, they locate our natural
 condition not in our beginnings but in our fulfillment, or
 summum bonum, which is not found in our beginnings (see
 Melzer 1990, 122). Rousseau thus understands the Epicureans
 to "deny all providence" (1959-69, vol. 3, p. 46n.).

 5. I shall use the metaphor of "providence" when analyz-
 ing nature in Rousseau's understanding, for this is what his
 claim in the Second Discourse to have "justified" nature must
 mean. The account in the Second Discourse is a strictly natural
 one, hence Rousseau does not explicitly discuss God or divine
 providence in the work. In his 1756 letter to Voltaire, which I
 shall discuss, he extends his claim about the Second Discourse
 and says that he has justified God and divine providence in
 some way, as well.

 6. By citing Montesquieu against Hobbes, Rousseau might
 be said to exploit a breach in Hobbes's theory of the state of
 nature opened but not fully exploited by Montesquieu. In the
 first book of his Spirit of the Laws, Montesquieu takes exception
 to Hobbes's characterization of man's polemic nature: "But
 one feels that what can happen to men only after the
 establishment of societies, which induced them to find mo-
 tives for attacking others and for defending themselves, is
 attributed to them before that establishment." By Hobbes's
 premises about the primacy of the desire for self-preservation,
 Montesquieu says, one should, instead, see that man is
 extremely diffident, not quarrelsome, in his natural state (1.2;
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 see 30.19). Rousseau's complaint against Hobbes and Locke is
 similar. Montesquieu does not, however, provide an expla-
 nation of how man developed from that condition to the one
 described by Hobbes and acknowledged by Montesquieu as
 later (though not originally) correct. Rousseau may be said to
 offer such an explanation in the Second Discourse. His expla-
 nation is both historical (How did diffident and basically
 solitary men come together in the savage societies that even-
 tually decline into a condition of war?) and, more importantly,
 psychological (How did man change from a timid and wholly
 asocial being to a contentious and other-regarding being?).

 7. This apparently highly gender-specific description of the
 savage has been noted by a number of readers and received
 different reactions. Some have chastised Rousseau for taking
 the male as somehow representative of humanity and excori-
 ated him for taking the female to be the deficient sex, in
 particular, in his statements about the education of Sophie in
 Emile 5 (e.g., Keohane 1980). Others applaud him for what is
 seen to be an ultimately genderless description of savage
 humans and accuse him of inconsistency in his discussion of
 the differences and inequalities between the sexes after they
 have developed (e.g., Okin 1979, 108-11). Without attempt-
 ing here to defend or accuse Rousseau in these matters, it
 should be noted that his analysis of the differences between
 the sexes relies on his understanding of the interaction
 between nature and convention, especially of how conven-
 tional differences between men and women may or may not
 be founded on natural distinctions brought out only in
 unnatural conditions. In other words, Rousseau's discussion
 of human sexuality, whatever its ultimate validity, centers
 around issues still in contention.

 8. Rousseau transcribes an anonymous French translation
 of Locke's Second Treatise 7. pars. 79-80. The translation is
 fairly close to the original and will be followed here as
 translated by Masters in Rousseau 1964.

 9. While Rousseau claims that together his works form a
 "system," he is not a "systematic" philosopher in the sense,
 say, of such seventeenth-century thinkers as Leibniz or Male-
 branche. He distinguishes between the "systematic spirit"
 and the "spirit of observation": the former is characterized by
 the tendency to construct systems from abstract and universal
 rules and hasty overgeneralizations; the latter, to which he
 adheres, entails careful empirical observation and cautious
 generalizations (1959-69, vol. 4, pp. 1090-93). Rousseau's
 discussion of theodicy and providence is therefore, quite
 different from that of, Leibniz, for example, as Rousseau
 himself implies (see vol. 3, pp. 232-34). Whereas Leibniz
 might be said to begin from questions of metaphysics and
 even logic, reasoning deductively from a priori attributes of
 the divinity (e.g., in his Theodicy), Rousseau characteristically
 begins with the human problem and our very real ills. For the
 character of Rousseau's system, see Lanson 1912, 7; Machado
 1968, 33-36, 83-85; Melzer 1990, 9-12; Starobinski 1988, 40-41.

 10. While pity serves as the basis for human morality, it
 does not itself appear to be a moral sentiment or passion in
 Rousseau's understanding. There is some question to what
 extent Rousseau believed that pity would be active among the
 savage men of the pure state of nature. For at least reasons of
 exposition, the activity of pity he suggests in the Second
 Discourse (1964, 131-33) seems significantly different from his
 account in the Essai sur l'origine des langues (1990b, chap. 9) and
 Emile (1978, 221-23), where he denies its initial activity,
 although I would argue that close examination of his argu-
 ment in the Second Discourse would remove this apparent
 contradiction. Finally, and in a manner that may explain both
 why pity is not a moral sentiment and the ambiguities of his
 presentation, Rousseau suggests in Emile that all the passions,
 apparently including pity, can be derived from the natural
 sentiment of self-love (1979a, 212-13).

 11. I show at length elsewhere through a close analysis of
 his letter to Voltaire, the "Profession of Faith," and other
 writings that Rousseau offers a strictly natural account of the
 whole and our place in it (Scott 1992). Rousseau puts forward
 his arguments about an immortal soul and a caring Deity with
 particular moral providence as at best doubtful and indicates

 that he does not ultimately believe them. He presents these
 arguments as useful and even essential for the virtue and
 happiness of most individuals and all political communities.
 This is the spirit in which he discusses civil religion in the
 Social Contract (4.8).

 12. Hobbes has a parallel discussion in De cive 15. Pufen-
 dorf locates divine providence in our being led to sociability
 through our natural reason and natural law (De officio hominis
 et civis 1.3.10-11).

 13. This cannot be said without qualification (for at least
 Locke), however; for the natural freedom he shows us to
 enjoy in the state of nature is the model for his description of
 civil freedom. This is true of Montesquieu, as well (Spirit of the
 Laws 11.3-5). Rousseau's understanding of the relationship
 between natural and civil freedom is similar (Social Contract
 1.8).
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